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Monitoring the LHCb VErtex LOcator during Run 3 Commissioning

➔ Monitoring the sub-detector performance is crucial for 
smooth data taking and fast debugging of issues

➔ Keeping a close eye on the vertices is important for the 
closing procedure for the Velo 

➔ @LHCb: publish plots on browser-based application Monet
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What do we see?
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Hit map of cluster locations displayed on one station. This 
can be plotted for all stations to get an overview of which 

chips are operational, the busiest chips, etc.

In Monet we can monitor plots 
in real time and look at plots 

from previous runs
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What Does the VELO See?

The Vertex Locator
What is it?
➔ The innermost tracker of LHCb that is a silicon pixel 

detector
➔ Envelops the pp interaction region

Why do we need it?
➔ Reconstruction of primary and secondary vertices

(b- & c-quarks have a long lifetime)
➔ Tracking particle trajectories before deflection by the 

magnet to be combined with information from other 
trackers for precise momentum measurement

How is it special?
➔ Closest sub-detector to the beam with sensors  5.1 mm 

away from the beam
➔ Can open and close to protect from unstable beam 

conditions Check out Riz’s poster for more!
➔ No beampipe (connected to the LHC vacuum)

What’s new in Upgrade I?
➔ Improved readout speed and radiation hardness

Cluster
● group of neighbouring pixels registering a hit by a traversing particle
● reconstructed in real time in the firmware
Track
● particle trajectory obtained from suitable clusters in at least three 

stations
● reconstructed using the Kalman filter
Vertex
● track origin/intersection point
● estimate amount and position from distribution of the tracks’ z 

position at the point of closest approach to the beamline
● group and fit tracks based on closest estimated vertex

Front view of a Velo station in the closed 
position when looking away from the magnet - 

the beam passes through the middle
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LHCb Gets a Glow-Up!
Looking for charm and beauty
● LHCb was designed for precision measurements of b- & 

c-quark decays
● Proven to be useful as a general purpose detector during 

Run 1+2 (e.g. W-mass measurements)
● Limited to forward region around 2 < η < 5

With a shiny new detector
● Will be able to operate at instantaneous L = 2 x 1033 cm-2s-1 

(or increased by a factor of 5 since Run 2)
● Only software trigger to increase efficiency and trigger rate 

(readout increases from 1 MHz to 40 MHz) 
● Completely new tracking detectors (Velo, SciFi, soon UT)
● New electronics in all sub-detectors

Relative z-positions of the modules (spans 1 m)

A side 

C side 
PV

The number of clusters in bins per BxID per module can 
be used to check the time alignment is correct, so that 
clusters are associated with the correct bunch crossing.

The pseudoefficiency (#seen hits / #expected hits) can 
help identify inefficiencies in the detector or 

reconstruction.
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Front view of a Velo station in the closed 
position when looking away from the magnet 

- the beam passes through the middle
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